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Introduction
Which firm is the innovator that brought us on-line
bookselling in the 1990s? If your answer is Ama-
zon.com, you’re wrong. The idea for on-line book-
selling — and the first on-line bookstore — came
from Charles Stack, an Ohio-based bookseller, in
1991. Amazon didn’t enter this market until four
years later.

Which innovator came up with the idea for on-
line brokerage services? If you answered Charles
Schwab or E-Trade, again you’re wrong. Two
Chicago brokerage firms — Howe Barnes Invest-
ments and Security APL Inc. — launched the first
Internet-based stock trading service, a joint venture
called Net Investor, in January 1995. Schwab didn’t
introduce its Web trading service until March 1996.

Both examples highlight a simple point that de-
fies the conventional wisdom: the individuals or
companies that create radically new markets aren’t
necessarily the ones that scale them up into big
mass markets. Indeed, the evidence shows that
the early pioneers of radically new markets are al-
most never the ones that scale up and conquer
those markets. 

For the last 20 years, Xerox Corp. has been de-
rided for its inability to commercialize scores of new
products and technologies, notably the now ubiqui-
tous personal computer operating system interface
developed at its PARC research center in northern

California. In reality, Xerox’s failure is more the norm
than the exception — and probably to be expected.

This may surprise those who have been
brought up to believe in pioneering and first-mover
advantages. However, there’s no escaping the evi-
dence. Henry Ford didn’t create the car market, but
the Ford company ended up capturing a lot of the
value in that market in its first 100 years of exis-
tence. Procter & Gamble didn’t create the market
for disposable diapers, but it was P&G that ended
up harvesting most of the value of the mass market
for diapers that blossomed over the last 50 years.
General Electric didn’t create the CAT scanner mar-
ket yet it was GE that made most of the money out
of that market.

It turns out that when it comes to radical, new-
to-the-world markets, the pioneers almost always
lose out to latecomers.

Colonizers and Consolidators
Successful innovation is essentially a coupling
process that requires the linking of two distinct ac-
tivities. First is the discovery of a new product or
service idea and its initial testing in the market, a
process that, if successful, creates a new market
niche — an activity that can be called colonizing a
market. Second is the transformation of the idea
from a little niche into a mass market, an activity
that can be called consolidating the market.
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It turns out the skills, mindsets and competencies
needed for discovery and colonization are not only dif-
ferent from those needed for consolidation and com-
mercialization, they’re also in conflict. Therefore com-
panies that are good at invention are unlikely to be
good at commercialization, and vice versa.

Some firms — primarily young, small and agile —
are good at colonization. Other firms — primarily older,
established and big — are good at consolidation. It’s
extremely hard, however, to find firms that are good at
both colonization and consolidation. This suggests that
instead of advising the established corporation how to
adopt skills and mindsets that are alien to its DNA, we
should be encouraging it to focus its attention on what
it does best: consolidating new markets.

That sounds discouraging for established compa-
nies, which might hope they could create radical new
markets. But truth be told, they don’t need to. That’s
because creating radical new markets isn’t where the
real money is. Real value comes from consolidating
newly created markets, not from discovering them. 

Timing Is the Key
The success of the conquerors of new-to-the-world mar-
kets is based not on moving fast but on choosing the
right time to move — and that’s rarely first. In fact, most if
not all the pioneers of new
markets rarely survive the
consolidation of the market.
Most disappear, never to be
heard of again.

The problem in our un-
derstanding of new-to-the-
world markets is that the
pioneers die quickly with-
out growing the market to
a respectable size that
would win them attention.
As a result, they quickly
vanish from people’s mem-
ories and the glory that ac-
tually belongs to them is
thrust upon those who came after them and successful-
ly scaled things up into a big mass market. Thus most
people believe that Edison pioneered electric lighting or
that Gillette pioneered the safety razor. Not true.

As it turns out, the structural characteristics of radi-

cally new markets are such that pioneering by big com-
panies rarely makes sense. Most established companies
will do better if they follow the fast-second strategy. In
other words, the companies that conquer radical, new-
to-the-world markets do so by racing to be second.

Effective Colonizers
What skills are needed for effective colonization? Given
the technological and market turbulence of new mar-
kets, it should come as no surprise to learn that suc-
cessful pioneering requires the ability to compete in un-
structured and ever-changing environments. Early
markets are characterized by high technological and
customer uncertainty. New entrants come and go, con-
stant experimentation is a way of life, and high turnover
is the norm. Early markets are fluid and volatile places.

Needless to say, most established companies
would find such environments unattractive and inhos-
pitable. In fact, the early colonizers of these markets
display certain characteristics that are the exact oppo-
site of those possessed by the companies that consoli-
date  markets.

Colonists are enthusiasts. They understand the
basic science and technology, and they’re interested in
pushing as far as they can. They’re willing to bet on se-
riously speculative projects that produce new products

that are well beyond the
frontier of current knowl-
edge. They often assume
that consumers share their
enthusiasm for science
and technology and value
performance in the same
way they do.

Pioneers that colonize
a new market by exploring
a new technology need to
have skil ls rooted in a
deep knowledge of that
basic science and technol-
ogy. They need to be flexi-
ble and adaptable so they

can respond to developments in the technology or the
market, and they need to be open to outside influences
and to have internal mechanisms that facilitate the
learning of technical information.

Such firms don’t need marketing skills — often
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they only need to cultivate the attention of a few lead
users. They also don’t need sophisticated production
skills or the ability to produce in large volumes. Their
organizations don’t have to be very large or complex,
so they don’t need organizational skills or the ability to
build and monitor sophisticated accounting, personnel
or service delivery sys-
tems. Colonists are, typi-
cally, quick-hit entrants,
and their competitive ad-
vantage arises from their
ability to be flexible and
agile and to hit their target
accurately.

Colonists aren’t great
institution or empire build-
ers. They need:

• A culture that pro-
motes experimentation
and risk-taking. 

• A loose and decen-
tralized power structure
with limited hierarchy.

• Internal processes directed toward the genera-
tion, selection and development of ideas.

• Planning processes that are flexible and adaptable.
• Incentives that reward new ideas and don’t pun-

ish failures.
• People who are enthusiastic about new technolo-

gies and eager to bet on seriously speculative projects
in an effort to push the technological frontier beyond
current knowledge.

• Small, entrepreneurial, task-oriented teams that
try out experiments without worrying about efficiencies
or profits.

Effective Consolidators
Compare the set of skills needed for pioneering with the
set of skills that consolidators need to transform niches
into mass markets. To do that, consolidators must win
the dominant design battle and then scale up the mar-
ket. This requires creating a large enough coalition of
users (actual and potential) and encouraging comple-
mentary goods producers and rivals to adopt a particu-
lar product and business design so that competing de-
signs seem much less attractive to all concerned. 

Creating a dominant design and consolidating a

market around it is a formidable task. To do it success-
fully, a firm needs to make serious investments in pro-
duction so it can produce a high-quality product con-
sistently and economically.

Furthermore, consolidators need to be able to
sway consumers and create the kind of consensus that

will support their proposed
dominant design. They
need to be able to identify
and then reach out to the
many potential consumers
who are ready to purchase
the new product but un-
willing to shoulder the risk
of choosing among the
many prototypes that first
appear on the market.
Creating an organization
that can serve a large and
rapidly growing market is
another set of skills that
consolidators need, if only
to prevent any of their ri-

vals from stealing a large share of the new market.
Consolidators are typically slow movers, and they

ought to be. Assembling this list of skills is difficult. It
requires a disciplined organization with a clear market
vision, a single-minded commitment and an unwilling-
ness to be too flexible. The organization must be struc-
tured in a way that ensures the very diverse skills need-
ed to consolidate a market — production engineering,
financial control, value chain management, and market-
ing — are effectively integrated.

Most of the investments that are required involve
substantial sunk costs, and consolidators therefore
need to be able to shoulder a significant amount of fi-
nancial risk. 

From Colonization to Consolidation
Scaling up a market can be as creative and innovative
as creating the market in the first place. The steps from
colonization to consolidation are:

• The radically new market is created by superb
technology embedded in a new product, but what cre-
ates the mass market is economically priced products.
Consolidators grow the market by delivering a product
that isn’t necessarily the best — but it’s good enough
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and it’s superior to all others in value for money.
• To win the mass market, a product must win con-

sumer consensus as the dominant design. Consolida-
tors create a consumer bandwagon for their model,
beating out competitors drawn to the market who have
alternative models they’re promoting.

• Given the high customer uncertainty that prevails
in new markets, consolidators must build confidence in
the new product in order to reduce customers’ risk
when they adopt the new product.

• Consolidators must also build a distribution sys-
tem that can reach the mass market. They could either
build this from scratch or use their market power to get
existing distributors to adopt the new product.

• Finally, for new radical products to grow, they re-
quire the support of complementary goods. Consolida-
tors find ways not only to grow their own markets but
also to support the growth of complementary goods.

Stick to Your Skills
All of this suggests established firms should leave the
task of creation to the “market” — the zillions of small
startup firms around the world that have the requisite
skills and attitudes to succeed at that game. Estab-
lished firms should, instead, concentrate on what
they’re good at — consolidating young markets into
big mass markets. 

They could do this by creating a network of feeder
firms of young, entrepreneurial outfits that are busy col-
onizing new niches. Through its business development
function, the established firm could serve as venture
capitalist to these feeder firms. It could also help them
with its own R&D, more to keep close to technological
developments than for any other reason. 

Then, when the time comes to consolidate the
market, it could build a new mass-market business on
the platform that those feeder firms have provided.
Since the younger firms don’t have the resources,
power, marketing and distribution to scale up their cre-
ations, they should — in principle — be happy to sub-
contract this activity to the bigger firms, subject to a
fair division of the spoils.

Conclusion
A lot of this advice cuts against the grain of conven-

tional thinking in the last few years, which is to make
established firms more entrepreneurial by developing
the cultures and structures of younger startup firms.
But it’s time for people to challenge and change some
of those orthodoxies, given the reality of what’s re-
quired to colonize markets and scale them up — and
the history lesson that fast second generally beats
first mover. e
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